03 volvo s80

The Volvo S80 is an executive car produced by the Swedish manufacturer Volvo Cars from to
across two generations. It took the place of the rear-wheel-drive S90 as Volvo's flagship sedan.
The first generation â€” was made available for the model year. It has since been built at the
Torslanda Works in Gothenburg , Sweden, with a few model year cars for the North American
market built at Volvo's Halifax Assembly plant. Unlike most Volvo models, it did not have a
station wagon version for its first generation. The second generation â€” was released in as a
model year car. It has an estate version, the third generation of the Volvo V The model was
replaced by the second generation S90 in the later half of The design takes styling cues from
the Volvo ECC concept. The first-generation S80 is based on the Volvo P2 platform. Over ,
first-generation S80s were built. No existing manual gearbox would fit in the engine bay with the
six-cylinder engine, so Volvo had to develop their own, the M It featured also an environmental
specification, covering aspects such as allergens from textiles, fuel economy and the life cycle
of the car from production to dismantling. The S80 used CAN bus multiplexing wiring. The S80
was initially available with four different engines. Starting the range was a detuned 2. Next up
was a 2. The 2. In some European countries, the entry level S80 came with a 2. These were sold
in countries such as Portugal where larger capacity engines were penalized by heavy taxes.
Minor exterior design changes occurred between and versions, notably front grille styling. They
tested a left-hand drive, 4-door saloon, registered in , with front seatbelt pretensioners , seatbelt
load limiters , as well as front, side, body, and head airbags:. Scores given for the car showed
pedestrians' legs facing a very aggressive front end, resulting in only 2 stars of 4 for pedestrian
safety. Despite this EuroNCAP did state "This large Volvo is very safe and gave a good all round
performance" due to the good adult protection inside the car in the event of a collision. The
second generation S80 was unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show [28] on 28 February, with sales
beginning in June The new S80 features a new 3. The engine features four catalytic converters
and advanced electronics. The structure featured high strength boron steel for safety. Brake
support offers additional assistance by preparing the braking system so that the car can begin
stopping faster and preparing for panic brake application. Ready alert brakes RAB are also
available to anticipate severe braking. It prepares for this by moving the brake pads closer to
the discs. The T4 variant features the 1. The S80L is a long-wheelbase variant designed and sold
only in China. New features for include a choice of five-cylinder 2. Also the 2. The update also
came with the discontinuation of the Yamaha-based V8 engine. An option was added for
California on the 3. More chrome trim was added to the front, the rear end, and the doors to look
like the S80 Executive. The Volvo S80 facelift also comes with a choice between a
comfort-enhancing standard chassis, or a sport one that offers better handling dynamics. The
S80 will be available with a S80 R-design interior package to give the inside a sportier look. The
interior package contains a new sports steering wheel, sports pedals, Dynamic leather seats,
sports gearshift knob, and a new instrument with blue background. The car was unveiled in at
the Geneva Motor Show. The Volvo S80 lineup now includes the Inscription Package. Features
Include: Sovereign Hide leather seats, high gloss walnut wood inlays, and special trim. The 3.
The Volvo S80 now features turn signals on the outside mirrors, a new 7-inch Sensus
infotainment system in the center of the dash, genuine wood interior trim and Bluetooth audio
streaming. Volvo's City Safety technology is also now standard. Premier Plus and Platinum
trims are added for the model year. The Volvo S80 now features standard headlight washers,
rain sensing wipers, and push button start ignition. The Premium Plus edition adds xenon
headlamps. The 2nd half of year introduced a new facelift with new front and rear bumpers, new
lower front fascia, new grille style, the 7-inch infotainment system becomes standard, City
Safety becomes standard, new optional digital gauge cluster, and additional interior ambient
lighting. The base Volvo S80 is powered by a new turbocharged 2. T6 AWD models come with a
turbocharged 3. A six-speed automatic transmission and all-wheel drive are also standard on T6
models. The T6 gets slightly better fuel economy than the model T6. An optional climate
package includes heated front and rear seats, a heated windshield and a heated steering wheel.
Introduced in late , midyear changes introduced for the Most notably, the new The New S80
options include a wood steering wheel and inch "Bor" alloy wheels with a lowered Sport
Chassis. The T6 six-cylinder engine and all-wheel-drive model have been discontinued for the
model year. The S80 is also used as a base for specialised cars such as lengthened limousines ,
hearses , [43] and ambulances. Ambulance models receive a completely new body from behind
the b-pillar as well as a raised roof. A sliding side door is installed on the right hand side
sometimes on both sides and the tailgate is enlarged to allow easier access. Nilsson only
manufactured ambulances based on the first generation S Nilsson has built limousines [46] and
hearses [47] based on both generations of the S Armored versions were also available. The first
generation could be ordered from the factory, with the actual armoring done by an outside
company. The second generation armoured version was available from Czech specialists SVOS
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â€” This car the worst I can I can imagine. It cost a lot to get this repair. It is piece of junk.
Overall Ok With Reliability â€” Nothing other than the numerous electrical issues over the years.
Great overall performance and lots of storage in trunk. Great gas mileage and very comfortable
seats for long trips. Paint is still intact after numerous car washes. Would recommend to a
friend. Pros: Solid road car with great performance with T6 engine. Overall 19mpg city and
27mpg hwy. Cons: Lots of electrical problems over years and front end suspension. The parts
re expensive, but when you have it fully serviced you won't regret the money you spent. Cons:
Parts are very expensive, but I would still recommend it. Volvo T6 â€” car is very fast for a large
heavy car, you have every extra you can think. This car cost a fortune to run eg fuel ,insurance
but well worth it Thing about this car it has all the saftey features of other cars and alot more ,
its well built evn to the clunk of the doors closing. Super Comfy. Very good performance,
smooth ride and quite tight handling for a car that size. Very comfortable and roomy, with a
massive boot. Nice styling although a bit on the conservative side. Pros: Comfortable, good
performance, good sryling. Loved everything about it! Completely happy with car. Quiet,
powerful, luxurious and good looking. Read More. Good, roomy all around family car with good
looks and handling. Large trunk but small opening. Fold down rear seats help for long items. I
have low miles and didn't have any problems. Poor gas milag This is our fifth Volvo, and it is by
far our best yet. I mean we had the bullet-proof GLT, so that's saying something. I love how this
car looks, inside and out. It's a great example of contemp Great acceleration and braking. Best
factory sound system i have heard. Great safety features and interior design. Not what most
people expect from a Volvo, and priced well below premium europe This is an overall great car,
and a terrific deal for the quality. The V8 is fast and responsive, and the AWD system means it
handles great in the worst weather. Get the premium audio which rivals the Great car I love the
interior definitely a 5 star Read More. This is my second Volvo. As long as Volvo does not
comprise on it's safety features I will always own one! This car has it all when it comes to
safety, handling, power, comfort and style. I love this Have you driven a Volvo S80? Rank This
Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Volvo S80 reviews reviews. Back Seats:. It is piece of junk
Pros: nice solid look. Cons: hi maintenance. Is this helpful? Yes No. Una writes:. Paul writes:.
This car cost a fortune to run eg fuel ,insurance but well worth it Thing about this car it has all
the saftey features of other cars and alot more , its well built evn to the clunk of the doors
closing Pros: Fast with style. Cons: cost a packet to run. Fernando writes:. Cons: Interior
design a bit too conservative. Reviews From Other Years. Read all Volvo S80 reviews. Read all 4
Volvo S80 reviews. Read all 5 Volvo S80 reviews. Read all 7 Volvo S80 reviews. Cars compared
to Volvo S Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Volvo S80 to
Related Models. Select Year It is piece of junk Pros: nice solid look Cons: hi maintenance 5 of 9
people found this review helpful. Overall 19mpg city and 27mpg hwy Cons: Lots of electrical
problems over years and front end suspension 7 of 8 people found this review helpful. This car
cost a fortune to run eg fuel ,insurance but well worth it Thing about this car it has all the saftey
features of other cars and alot more , its well built evn to the clunk of the doors closing Pros:

Fast with style Cons: cost a packet to run 1 of 1 people found this review helpful. Pros:
Comfortable, good performance, good sryling Cons: Interior design a bit too conservative 2 of 3
people found this review helpful. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. I live in Orlando, they brought the car out to me! The transaction was quick and
non-problematic. I didn't get the truck I wanted but they gave me a 5 year newer truck that has
no rust and a near perfect body for the same price thaks east coast auto. I wanna do my car
buying with these people love the prices from other places I have talked too very fair.
Unfortunately that truck was just sold, but they are working with me to find another good deal.
The check-in process to even look at the cars is totally understaffed. I waited for 10 minutes
while she waited on one customer and there were still other people after him I ended up leaving
cuz I don't have all day to even assess a vehicle that you don't have pictures of on the website.
Needs more staff but was ok I'm happy with my car and the experience. Just would like to have
my title! Place got torched shortly after I buy my car! After several emails and unreturned phone
calls, I finally gave up trying to purchase this car. Never sent promised video or returned calls
as they said they would. I'm now able to pay cash once I find a similar truck just not this truck. I
was contacted very quickly and professionally. The representative offered to take additional
photos of the areas I was concerned about as well as other "dings" that I was not. He did take
the photos and sent them to me very quickly, I have not purchased a car and am still
considering this vehicle. Vehicle was nice but had some repairs needing to be done. The staff
was very friendly, and did inform me they had some work they would be doing in the vehicle. I
would go back to view other cars in the future. My inquiry was promptly returned. I visited the
lot and the experience was pleasant. Still a good experience though. Dealership is large, so you
get A LOT of emails from various salespeople. It's difficult to tell if the emails are genuine or
robo-emails. They were very helpful and kind during our interaction, they worked very hard and
made sure I knew everything I needed to know about their work ethic and vehicles. Very nice
speaking with them. I definitely recommend them! Very responsive quick return on my phone
call very knowledgeable about vehicles I have scheduled time to go look at the vehicle. There is
one minor trim level adjustment for the S The upscale T6 Executive is dropped, and replaced
with the similarly equipped T6 Elite. The Elite was introduced during the previous model year,
offering the Executive luxuries with seating for five. The color choices expand this year, and
Volvo adds rain-sensing wipers and the On-Call Plus telematics system to the 2. These items
are standard on the T6. Buyers have three S80 trims to choose from: the 2. All three models
house an inline six cylinder engine, but T6s get a turbocharger. The 2. The T6 models use a 2.
Both engines are teamed with a four-speed automatic transmission, and the T6 adds a manual
shift feature. The S80 has received very positive consumer reviews. The S80's acceleration, seat
comfort, safety features and build quality are often cited as the car's top attributes, and many
owners have reported that they are already on their second S80 in Most problems deal with
complicated Volvo gadgetry, and many would like to the controls simplified. Professional
reviewers agree. The T6 variant is praised for its strong acceleration with minimal throttle
hesitation, the smooth automatic transmission with the manual shifter, and its road-aware
sport-suspension. The cabin is quiet in all models and many many reported ideal seat
positioning and comfort. Test drivers have continued to call for more intuitive controls and
better displays. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Volvo S80 listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private
Seller: Jarrell. Concord, NC Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Request Information. Read more.
Why Use CarGurus? Volvo S80 2. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about
the S Overview Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front
wheel drive Transmission 4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm
Base engine size 2. Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes 2 one-touch power
windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation
Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes external temperature display yes trip
computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions bucket front seats
yes height adjustable passenger seat yes Front leg room Driver seat with manual adjustable
lumbar support yes Front head room Rear hip Room 55 in. Rear leg room Rear shoulder room

Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity,
all seats in place Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 5. Height EPA interior
volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the S Suspension Suspension
four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes MacPherson strut front
suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 8 yr. Roadside 4 yr.
Inventory See S80 Inventory. Sign Up. See S80 Inventory. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Description: Used Volvo S80 2.
This Volvo S80 4dr 2. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. It is covered by a
limited warranty. Can you say, Ride in Style?! Driving delight. Tired of the same dull drive? Well
change up things with this superb-looking Volvo S80 with that fresh, never-smoked-in smell.
This S80 is fuel efficient, so you won't feel guilty during that daily commute. It scored the top
rating in the IIHS frontal offset test. Contemporary Automotive would like to invite you to our
dealership, to view the areas largest Pre-owned inventory. Visit our website, Most Vehicles
qualify for a for a 5yr Extended Warranty!! Find this vehicle with only miles! Safety options
include Central pwr door locks-inc: trunk, Front airbags dual , Side airbags front , Side curtain
airbags front , Side curtain airbags rear. The Volvo brand has always put the safety of their
drivers and passengers first as they over engineer their vehicles to be the safest on the road.
One of the first to offer side airbags, curtain airbags and side impact door beams. Pleased to
bring to market this very nice and very low mileage Volvo S80 T6 with just over 22k miles on the
odometer. The car was sold new out of Naples Florida where it remained for 13yrs and then was
transferred to Georgia and North Carolina. The car was routinely serviced at the Volvo dealer
and remains in excellent condition based on 20yrs old and such low miles. The car is very
nicely optioned with; leather seats, sunroof, dual-zone auto climate control, keyless entry,
power features, full power seats with memory, traction control, on-board computer, 17in alloy
wheels, premium stereo with 4CD changer in dash, twin turbo 6cyl engine, rear side shades,
rear window shade, fog lights and cruise control. Vehicle has been highly documented with
service records and maintenance. Vehicle is a joy to drive and the HP setup provides plenty of
power and impressive gas mileage. This is a car that has a tremendous amount of miles still to
enjoy and a car that has a very cool look with great handling in any situation. Best of all the
price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price
is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. Autonation Volkswagen Mall of Georgia has a wide selection of exceptional
pre-owned vehicles to choose from, including this Volvo S Low, low mileage coupled with an
exacting maintenance program make this vehicle a rare find. Beautiful color combination with
Silver Metallic exterior over Graphite interior making this the one to own! The quintessential
Volvo -- This Volvo S80 speaks volumes about its owner, about uncompromising individuality, a
passion for driving and standards far above the ordinary. Disinfectant methods or claims
should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of
any virus, illness or disease. S80 3. Description: Used Volvo S80 3. We have the area's largest
selection of pre-owned vehicles at the lowest prices available, over in stock to choose from!
Financing for all credit tiers and extended warranties available. Please contact our sales
department for more information about this vehicle or the rest of our inventory. Call , view our
website Open 7 days a week! Previous corporate fleet vehicle. Price excludes tax, title, tags and
processing. We finance all shapes of credit. We are giving you an opportunity to purchase this
car before we send it to the auction. At this current time, due to the age and mileage of the car,
it will be sold "As-Is" However, Warranties are Available. Thank you for reading this! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim 2. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine
Type Gas Cylinders 4 cylinders 6 5 cylinders 4 6 cylinders 40 8 cylinders 2. Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents.
Price Drop. Five Star Dealer. Check Availability. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 56 listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. GM transmission take it to the junk yard. Gauge cluster just went out
this CAR. Thought about letting it go but i still will not even come close to anything near the
miles and money ive put in it. After owning my fist volvo S80 2. Pur
1982 chevy g30 motorhome
jacobson garden tractors
ear diagram labeled parts
ched my next very shortly after found s80 t6 2. There is only 2 other vehicle they are in that ive
found other then gm products. That is the volvo s80 and the XC IN the years around what i have.
I am so disappointed in this car im going to have over in a car worth Volvo has really

disappointed me now i have a car that wont run and haven't made the 1st payment. Mechanic
says you are lucky to get miles out of the transmission. All i can say is im disappointed in volvo
now. Just after replacing the transmission the fuel pump went out. Now with approx. The front
end needs work so basically i will have to drive this car for years. Wish i could post pics of the
wonderful advertising sticker swartz auto in harrisonburg va put on the back of it. Was going to
remove but instead put a sign above it that says do not buy from. They were horriable for there
customer service. I will never recommend or buy from them again. Win some loose some sure
was a nice riding car. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

